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hetheryour image of electronic instrument design
involves a room firll oflabcoat-garbed engineers
staring at diagrams on a chalkboard, a smoky
lounge in Frankfurt with beer-stained napkin
sketches. or a wild-eved inventor with a solder-

ing kit and some solenoids, you may need to update your image bank. The
Korg Karma keyboard introduced at the Winter NAMM show didn t have
the development cycle that the average s1'nth has, even those with significant
new technologies. Its features basically came out of one guyt head - albeit
slowly. Seven years of late nights and seven-day workweeks in the mak-
ing, KARMA is the brainchild of Stephen Kay, a composer, keyboardist,
and sound designer who once swore he'd never be caught dead learning
computer programming.

Stephen started out with qpicai musical ambitions: He wanted to be the
next Keith Emerson. Makingthe Midwest club rounds withhis stacks of mod-
ular s1,nths, organs, and keltoards, he discovered two things about himseH
He liked to get paid for doing music, and he liked to trviddie with modu-
lar slmth patchcords and knobs looking for "sounds no one had ever heard
before. Over the years," he says, "I'm lucky in that I've never had to work a
day gig - I've done pretty much everlthing you can do as a musician."

In the late '80s, he put the live shows behind, bought a Fairlight Series III,
and set himself up as a NewYork studio wizard. But notable success in the
jingle and program ID market didn t exactly give Stephen the thrill - nor
the musical fieedom - he was looking for. "I get bored easilyi'he jokes.
"I did that for a while and got tired of it."

The I of the Storm
Through his involvement with an orchestral sampling project for the
Fairlight, he found himself invited to Japan to do sound design for Korg,
who had licensed the resulting library. Having recently been engaged to a
woman from Japan who was trying to learn English while he tried to learn

The Karma keyboard combines a Triton synth worl<station with the KARMA
MIDI ffic* generator. The KARMA generator can be turned off and on by
the user, and all of its effects can be controlled in real time using the bank
of knobs and buttons to the left of the LCD. The Triton sampling and dual
arpeggiator haye been trimmed, to keep the cost reasornble and to avoid redun-
dancy with KARMA fficts ( jj dedicated arpeggiator models are part of the
1,189 GEs included in the product).

The Karma prototype keyboard, which still resides in Stephen Kay's studio.
Korg believes in recycling, so what you're seeing is basically an old Triton
prototype modified for KARMA, emblazoned with the product's working
designation: X9100. The KAfuMA function controls are in their permanent
location to the left of the LCD display. Though thk is a fully functional unit,
Stephen is working on sending it back in exchange for a real production unit.
In the background are his two customized ARP 2600s.

Stephen Kay in his studio, a conyerted New England-style church. Behind
him on his Mac you can see the KARMA software running, which he and
the programming team used to create the Generated Efects and Combinations

for the Karma keyboard.
Top two photos by Chris Johnson
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Contrary to what you might assume about how new
synths are created, KARMA didn't start its life on
a cocktail napkin. Stephen Kay did all the KARMA
dewlopment in Opcode Max (now distributedby
Cyding'74), C, and C++. The diagrams that did
get kicked back and forth between Stephen and
the Korg engineering team had to do with things kke
MIDI routing, how many knobs there would be to
control which functions, whether Triton controls
would be included in the layout (the four knobs at
the top were ewntually mo'ved farther to the left),
and whether or not the Chord buttons would be
included - a horly debated topic.

KARMA generates its musical effects using
MIDI data. How much MIDI data? Alot. This
is the Data Display window in the KARMA
dettelopment software, showing the MIDI data
being generated by the yarious KAfuMA mod-
ules in real time - a mesmerizing effect. Each
module can be displayed in a dffirent color, with
control oter shape, size, etc. Separate areas dis-
play the notes, yelocities, pan (CC#10), pitch-
bend, and other controller data being generated.
This example is a four-module groote consist-
ing of waw-sequence drums, bass, bell synth, and
j oy stick-tr iggered arp eggio.

This screenshot from the KAfuMA development
software shows the Generated Effect (GE) editor,
where settings are made for the 400-plus parame-
ters that comprise a GE. Shown is the Note Series
Panel. where notes input from the keyboard are con-
structed into a series ofpitches and yelocities accord-
ing to the parameter settings. The resulting Note
Series forms the basic pool of pitches and velocities,
which is then indexed according to parameters on
other panels ofthe screen to generate notes. The yel-
Iow indices are currently being generated. Certain
grayed-out fields (such as Inversion and Replications)
indicate that these parameters haye been selected to
be among the 16 realtime parameters available to
be controlled or edited by the end user from the front
panel of the keyboard.

_ tory demo sequences. But other than that, he did nothing but program

I could program stuffwithout being an engineer. I really got into

and develop KARMA - for seven years.
"I had fallen in love with Max programming," he says. "So I put

everything on hold and started developing KARMA, which at first
I called Sorcerer. Maybe a year into it, I got to the point with Max

it, and eventuallywrote an entire emulation of the i-serij ^-^^*€s accom- \& ,noc***- where I couldn t make it do what I wanted it to do. Once you start
paniment process in Max. I d write the style parts in Vision, then play putting these huge massive patches together, it becomes too clumsy
them through the IAC bus into Max, and it would do what the i-series did I and unwieldy in Max. The cool thing is that every little object box you see

|apanese, he jumped at the chance. "I initially joined the 01AV project as
a PCM waveform editor," he says. "Then I wiggled my way into other
things. I ended up doing the factory demo sequence, and many of the pro-
grams. Then I worked on the 03R./W and the X5DR.

Following the OIAV projects, Stephen was invited to help develop what
would become the i3 ke16oard, and it was wbile working on this project that
Stephen s epiphany occurred. "I was pretty much like every other musician
at that timel' he recalls. "I didn't want to hear anything about it. But the pro,
ject manager suggested I get a copy of Opcode Max [now distributed by Cycling
'741 to figure out exactly how we were going to implement the note trans-

(or was going to do), but in real time.
"We used my program to make critical decisions about the keyboard. We

could change it in real time, so we could say,'Should Cm7 do this, or that?
Which is more musical?'We could play with different scenarios without hav-
ing to take what the engineers gave us, all hard-wired and unchangeable.

"I came to realize that from a geek standpoint, there is some way cool
stuffgoing on in these auto-accompaniment schemes, regardless of howyou
feel about the output. Those systems are amazing realtime MIDI proces-
sors. They take this static data and, in real time, shift it to other keys and other
chords, seamlessly. There's a iot of amazing technologybehind the scenes.

"I got a lot of ideas from the chord recognition stuff. I thought it would
be neat to apply it in ways that wouldn't be auto-accompaniment oriented.
I'd always loved the concept of arpeggiators, but was disappointed with
the simplicity and mechanical rigidity that was built-in. What would

happen if you generated randomized riffs and used certain chord recognition
concepts on /hern in real time, instead of sequenced bossa nova styles? \Ahat
if the program created everlthing on the fly so that it could be processed
even further? 'v\hat if I could come up with a completely new way to
generate musical effects?"

Living on Borrowed r(arma
Infected with the programming bug and a taste for patent-generated resid-
ual income, Stephen returned to the States and pursued his dream of a MIDI
processing empire. He took occasional composing gigs, such as writing fac-

in Max was written in C. You can write your own objects, and it's a great
way to learn C, because rather than having to learn enough to write an entire
program, you can learn just enough to write one ofthose boxes.

"It took me months to work up my courage, but finally I went out to get
the karn C in 2i Days book. And by the end of the week, I had my first func-
tioning Max object that did what I wanted it to do, and it brought me a step
closer to what I had in mind. So over the years I got more into C, and even-
tuallyKARMAbecame this huge Max object- ma16e the largestMax object
everwritten. Bythen the onlythingthat I was using Max forwas event sched-
uling, the user interface (using a custom suite of objects I created), and for
getting MIDI in and out of the serial port. More and more I wanted to'free'
KARMA from Max and make it a stand-alone application so I could
eventually release it as software. In 1998 I approached David Zicareili

[developer of Max] , and he kindly agreed to write me a scheduler, a basic
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position tables and make the keyboard sound more musical than .r$E.c'^,
competing products. Earlier in my life I had sworn never to learn ^o$$""
to wdte computer code - it seemed incredibly difficult, scary, and 
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boring at the same time. But once I got into Max, it opened my eyes g: 
tr*f;
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OMS implementation, and a Power Plant (C++) fiamework - which

then meant I had to learn C++ - aargh! But that got KARMA out of Max

and on the road to becoming the firll-fledged Mac application it is now. In

fact, if you re reading this, David, I think you can finally send me the bill now.
"Along the way, I used whatever the current state of KARMA was to gen-

erate MIDI data for several projests, such as a demo piece for the Korg Trimty

calied 'The Sorcerer.'Another one was a demo sequence for the N series titled
'Nth Degree.' Different sections of those songs had different kinds of

KARMA- generated events.
"But those were maybe the only paying jobs I had in the seven years I

was working on KARMA. It's hard to imagine, but my wife and I lived off

of one credit card after another. I just started taking cash advances out to

pay bills. I'd say,'I wonder what would happen if I triggered KARMA with

a DrumKat?'And booml I'd just go buy one. It got pretty scary and close

to the wire. I was totally obsessed with KARMA."

Badt Room lleals
For seven years, Stephen was a fixture at NAMM shows, coming around q'nth

manufacturers'booths to invite the engineers, product design teams, and

CEOs to come to his hotel room to see his creation. Ironically, his first demo

for Korg wasn't much more than some vague ideas about arpeggiator pat-

terns that were more organic-sounding than usual. "Yeah, they were kind

of underwhelmedl' he says. "But actually, from day one, my main goal was

to get it into a Korg keyboard." However, over the years, he demoed

KARMA for nearly every major sgrth and software company you can

think of, and though several got to the point ofdiscussing product design

issues and contracts, none of the negotiations paid off.

Confident in the face of mounting debt that he would eventually find

the kind of partner and licensing deal he wanted, Stephen "just kept

adding more features and parameters," he says. "There was no deadline. But

mywife and I were going broke. It turns out that if you want to license tech-

nology like this, at least to a major |apanese company, yorlve got to have

patents, because the company wants something tangible, not just some idea

on a napkin. And patents are an expensive form ofprotection. But it was

necessary to show that I was serious about it. Of cowse, it brought me another

step closer to bankruptcy.
"However, between '97 and '98, I made some strong advances with

the program, and took the technology to the next level. Finally the

Korg development team came to see a demo again in my hotel room at

Winter NAMM '98, and they were blown away. They decided to enter

into serious talks about licensing it."

From furrery to Realityr
Once the wheels of commerce were in motion, there came a long period of

wrangling over details ofthe contract and hardware configurations.
"It took us over a year to negotiate the contract," says Stephen. "My wife

and I were down to using our last credit card with available cash to buy gro-

ceries. I'd exchange diagrams and technical documents with Korg, and I'd

fly to Japan to give demos and talk to the engineers. I'm sure that's one of

the reasons they licensed KARMA. If I had just come to them with this idea

for a product, it wouldn't have worked. The fact that I wrote the code and

could sit down with the engineers, showthemwhat was going on, and answer

their questions - that made the difference. I'd done a lot of work to pre-

pare KARMA to be integrated onto a hardware host CPU. That's not to say

that it wasn t a huge amount of work to make my code and their code tak

to each other. It was intense, and the Korg engineering team in lapan was

great to work with. But the core code is essentially platform-independent."

Stay Tfuned for Further Inarnafrons
KARMA is currently available only in the Karma keyboard, but Stephen is

hoping to release the software in the future. One idea under discussion is

that the software will allow owners of the Karma keltoard to create GEs and

save them in a format that allows them to be loaded into the keyboard. As

you can see from the illustrations on page 68, the program has a striking

interface that invites tweaking. But creatingyour own Generated Effects can

be a challenge (see "The KARMA-chanics Speak," below).
"KARMA is about as far away from the sequencer paradigm as you can

geti'says Stephen. "Ifyou're used to thinking in linear sequencer-like form,
'I want this line to do exactly this, and when I play this chord, I want this

exact sax line to come out,'that's a recipe for frustration in KARMA-land.

Yes, you can force it to do that, but KARMAs really about having free

control of the elements that might make up that phrase. Getting the exact

duration with the exact rhlthm with the exact note and pitchbend - that's

what sequencers are for. I wanted to create something where I can sepa-

rate the control over rhlthmic complexity from duration and pitch or any-

thing else for that matter - almost like a Spirograph or kaleidoscope for

music. It puts stuff together, twists it, and what comes out, nobody

knows - maybe a sound you've never heard beforel' E

The KARMA-chaniw $peak

K$Hlfl#,ff trff iTJff flilffi^?ff fi#Ijfi T,,TJ'#ff#:''TTJTT''I
one of the world's top sound design teams, and put them togethef To find oul, Keyboard
caught up with the Korg Sound Design Team at Winter NAMM.

"After our initial meetings," says Korg product manager Jeny K0varsky, "heads were
definitely hurting. Stephen Kay presented a lot of new concepts. First, each programmer

was assigned to work with a group olTriton sounds. Then they had to create multiple IGRMA
Generated Effects (GE) for each one. which meant concepfualizing the s0rts of performance
gestures they were going to try to make, using the 400-plus KARMA parameters. Then they
had to determine which 1 6 parameters out 0f that they would bring up to the suface for
the end user to access. TIen thev had to create two different scenes out 0f all those para-

meters for each GE. Even afier ihey created these hvo scenes, they had to go back and
see what happened when any of the factors were changed by the user. For the end user,
KAR[\4A isn't a programming situation, though they can still take advantage of all ihe Triton
performance editing."

-0ne of the difficult things about KARMA," says Steve McNally, Korg voicing team
member, "is explaining it verbally. I came into it with an arpeggiator preconception, which
I definitely needed t0 leave behind in a hurry."

"Especially since we were used to the Trihn, which has two ameggiators," agrees John
"Skippy" Lehmkuhl, another longtime Korg voicing team member. "But you can't approach
it that way, lt's 180 degrees away from that. We started in with the Triton programs. We'd
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flll out the GE so it would iake off when you played it, generating tons of notes and rhythms.
But then when we got to combi mode, it was all too much. So we had to go through a sim-
plifying process when we got to the combis."

"\/vhats great abort KAR[4A," adds Clive Smih, a sound design consultant and independent
producer, "is that you can think of all the effects you make on an acoustic instrument with
a single, very simple gesture (such as variations in volume. articulation. pitch, etc.) and get

the same thing [on the Karma]."
"MRMA is differentfrom modeling," says Jack Hotop, senior voicing manager. "Especially

with the emulative sounds on the Karma keyboard, we were thinking more rn terms of per-

formance gesfures. lt made me think about everytring I've ever leamed about string and wind
instrument techniques. "

"l come from a different background," says James Bernard, a sound design consultant
and electronic music producer. "l'm more into the electronic thing, audi0 acrobatics, where
within a sixteenth-note pattem, you'll have one note that has a flange effect. Then you'll have
one note with a different panning. Guys like me spend ,ourson one measure like that. When
I first saw KARIUA, I looked at Stephen and I tfrought, 'l hate you. lt's really cool, but it's going

to make it difficultfor guys like me to sound different.' lt's exciting t0 be able to create those
fiings in a more organic way, rather than having to have them be static. There's a sense of
intelligent randomness with KARIVIA. But it's like Stephen's giving away allthe secrets, the
ticks of the trade. lt breathes a whole new life into my kind of music. though, and I think it'll
really up the ante in electronic music.'' E


